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Abstract— Intraoperative 3D imaging has great potential
for enhancing surgical visualization. This is especially so in
ophthalmic surgery where live volumetric imaging from optical coherence tomography systems recently incorporated into
surgical microscopes has freed surgeons from the otherwise universal top-down viewpoint. New viewpoints, however, disorient
surgeons when directions of their hand motions and viewed tool
motions do not align. We propose introducing a robotic surgery
system to decouple surgeons’ hands from their tools and ensure
that viewed tool motions align in arbitrary viewpoints. We
present a framework entitled Arbitrary Viewpoint Robotic Manipulation (AVRM) which governs how hand and tool motions
should interact to minimize disorientation and thereby enable
operations from desirable but previously untenable viewpoints.
A crossover study in which 20 subjects completed mock surgical
scenarios with an AVRM testbed system demonstrated that
arbitrary viewpoints do not improve task performance unless
automatic hand-tool misalignment correction is provided. When
provided together with arbitrary viewpoints, automatic handtool misalignment correction reduces task completion time by
50% on average compared to a fixed top-down viewpoint.
Index Terms— Teleoperation, medical robotics, compensation

I. I NTRODUCTION
Visualization is key in surgery. Adequate tissue exposure
promotes safety and efficiency whereas visual obscuration
leads to long and difficult cases. In ophthalmic surgery
especially, the universal top-down view of modern surgical
microscopes deprives surgeons of visualization in key areas
such as the peripheral retina, layered retinal tissues, and
tissue immediately posterior to the iris (Fig. 1A). Real-time
3D imaging modalities such as optical coherence tomography
(OCT), 3D ultrasound, and, possibly, fast MRI/CT have
great potential for enhancing surgical field visualization. The
3D images they capture enable the surgeon to “see” from
otherwise physically impossible yet advantageous perspectives. This has already been demonstrated in ophthalmic
surgery with intraoperative OCT guidance (Fig. 1B) [1]–[5].
Moreover, real-time 3D imaging permits rapid and seamless
viewpoint changes during procedures.
Operating from new viewpoints, while desirable, has the
potential to disorient surgeons if changes in viewpoint are not
matched by similar changes in their motor frame (Fig. 2AB) [6], [7]. (The surgeon’s motor frame is their mental
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representation of their body’s configuration in space.) These
new potential viewpoints introduce misalignment between
surgeons’ hands and their view such that routine hand
motions cause non-intuitive viewed tool motions. Surgeons
must consciously correct for these non-intuitive tool motions,
losing the speed and efficiency they have acquired from
years of training, especially when large mental rotations
are involved [8]. Automatic compensation to align surgeons’
visual and motor frames is thus desirable to minimize disorientation when capitalizing on new viewpoints (Fig. 2C).
Otherwise, “manual” correction severely reduces the utility
of intraoperative 3D imaging.
Alignment of hand and tool motions avoids disorienting surgeons because mental rotations are eliminated. This
approach, however, requires that a surgeon’s hands be decoupled from their tools, because hand motions in a given
direction may require tools to move in yet another direction,
depending upon the viewpoint. We propose introducing a
robotic surgery system between the surgeon and their tools
that performs this decoupling and automatically compensates
for hand-tool misalignments (Fig. 3). Such a system would
record hand motions via haptic input devices and transform
them into robotic tool motions in the surgical frame of reference, thereby avoiding disorientation and restoring surgeon
efficiency. Rather than directly manipulating surgical tools,
the surgeon would use a virtual “wand” that moved with
the viewpoint to represent their haptic input for each hand
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Fig. 1. (A) Traditional surgical microscope configuration for ophthalmic
surgery. The microscope is suspended over the patient’s eyeball and can
only provide an overhead view. (B) Example microscope-integrated OCT
surgical field visualization of an epiretinal membrane peel with forceps.
This side rendering reveals key tool-tissue interactions at the peeling site
which are difficult if not impossible to visualize from above.

Fig. 2. Conceptual illustration of a view compensation usage case in the
anterior segment of the eye with two tools (blue and red cylinders) controlled
with the surgeon’s matching hands (blue and red hands). (A) Traditional
surgical configuration where left/right hand motions (green/yellow arrows)
induce left/right tool motions. The surgeon remains oriented because hand
and tool motions are intuitively connected. (B) After OCT view rotation to
enhance visualization, the tools have become misaligned such that left/right
hand motions induce non-intuitive angled tool motions. Additionally, the
left hand now controls the rightmost tool and vice versa due to a rotation
beyond 180◦ about the vertical axis. The surgeon’s efficiency is consequently
decreased. (C) The view compensation system has corrected tool motions
and, after notifying the surgeon, swapped the tools such that left/right hand
motions (controlling haptic input devices) induce left/right tool motions
(effected by robotic manipulators) of the appropriate tool. The surgeon
continues the procedure from the new visualization perspective without
interruption or awkward motions.

in a 3D visualization. Under this scheme, surgeon control
input would originate in a coordinate system that follows
the dynamic view rather than the stationary operative field.
The surgeon would thus be free to change viewpoints as
ergonomics or the case demands. We term this approach
Arbitrary Viewpoint Robotic Manipulation (AVRM).
AVRM is an extensible framework for governing how
surgeon hand motion (or more generally, any sufficiently
dexterous input) should influence tools to minimize disorientation. This framework is most notable in that it allows
surgeons to operate from radically unconventional viewpoints
(e.g., upside-down) with comparative ease during roboticallyassisted procedures guided by intraoperative 3D imaging. A
crossover study in which 20 subjects completed mock surgical scenarios from a fixed top-down view and again with an
unrestricted view demonstrated that arbitrary viewpoints do
not improve task performance unless hand-tool misalignment
is automatically corrected.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Several groups have investigated techniques for reducing
mental workload when teleoperating robots. DeJong et al. described minimizing mental rotation in a task where users teleoperated a robot arm using multiple camera views [8]. They
found that arranging monitor views with the user positioned
along the monitor centerlines improved task efficiency, provided that the input device and robot end-effector coordinate
systems were aligned. Similarly, Hiatt et al. defined three
specific classes of coordinate systems, including a viewpointbased one, for a teleoperation task [9]. Their experiments
showed that although users considered the viewpoint-based
coordinate system to require the lowest mental effort, this
coordinate system had the largest task completion times.
Both of these works use stationary cameras and/or display
alignment rather than arbitrary viewpoints.

Several groups have explored synthesizing new viewpoints
of surgical fields. Korrea et al. described an image transformation system that displays an existing endoscopic scene
from an alternate viewpoint [10]. Their technique relied
upon estimating a surface from stereoscopic endoscopic
images and then projecting that surface from a different
perspective. Bichlmeier et al. described an augmented reality
system in which a surgeon interacts with anatomical data
through a virtual mirror [11]. By moving the physical handle,
the surgeon could view anatomical data in the augmented
reality world through the mirror, peering around corners.
Unfortunately, the transformation of control input into the
new viewpoint frame is beyond the scope of these works.
Intuitive Surgical’s da Vinci Surgical System implements
a form of camera-relative control using the “substantially
connected” concept [12]. An input device and a robotic
tool are considered substantially connected if their directions
of incremental motion are aligned within a given tolerance
for a given viewpoint [13]. The da Vinci surgeon console, however, incompletely performs hand-tool decoupling
because the console masters force the surgeon’s hands to
follow tool orientations, especially for scissors, forceps, and
other graspers (e.g., needle drivers). This limits achievable
tool orientations to possible (and from a practical standpoint, ergonomic) hand orientations so that operating from
viewpoints at large angular differences from a given tool
is difficult. Complete hand-tool decoupling with a virtual
wand eliminates this difficulty by allowing the surgeon to
control tools from any viewpoint without exceeding their
hands’ ergonomic workspace. Furthermore, obtaining arbitrary viewpoints with the da Vinci patient cart requires
arbitrary positioning of the laparoscopic camera, which is
impossible for extreme viewpoints given the constraints
on physical camera placement. Reliance on 3D imaging
overcomes this restriction because changing viewpoints only
requires modifications to the rendering modelview and projection matrices; the physical imaging system need not move
necessarily. Operating from physically impossible viewpoints
(from an image capture standpoint) thus becomes possible.
Many robotic surgery systems presently available or under
development can incorporate the AVRM concept. Such systems need hand-tool decoupling and sufficient dexterity to articulate the surgical tool. For the eye alone, there are several
such systems. Examples include the PRECEYES company
[14] and the ARMA group at Vanderbilt [15] for vitreoretinal
surgery. Bourla et al. demonstrated that the da Vinci Si patient cart has sufficient precison for human anterior segment
surgery [16] despite previously reported challenges with
intraocular surgery [17]. Notably, the requirement for handtool decoupling excludes strictly cooperative or handheld
robotic surgery systems. Such systems cannot perform largescale motions independent of the surgeon’s hands without
compromising their operation.
III. F RAMEWORK
Our Arbitrary Viewpoint Robot Manipulation (AVRM)
framework decomposes the view compensation problem into

interactions between three concepts: cameras, wands, and
tools. Each concept embodies a rigid-body transformation,
which will be expressed as a homogeneous transformation
matrix, that varies as a function of time t. The framework
specifies how motion of each concept influences the others
to avoid hand-tool misalignment.
To keep the surgeon oriented, the AVRM framework must
be updated at minimum before each visualization frame
render, because camera motion, the primary source of disorientation, occurs between frames. In practice, the AVRM
framework is updated much faster than the visualization
framerate because haptic input devices and robotic arms
typically refresh faster than 100 Hz. The sections that follow
describe the rules for how camera, wand, and tool motions
relate.
A. Camera
The camera C describes the viewpoint (or vantage pose)
from where the surgeon views the operating field. Commonly, this is the inverse modelview matrix with which
the intraoperative 3D imaging is rendered. At the start of
a camera viewpoint change, the initial camera vantage pose
is recorded at t0 . The misalignment at a subsequent time t is
D(t) = C(t)C(t0 )−1 ,

(1)

which represents the relative camera motion.
Frequently, it is desirable to constrain relative camera
motion along or about specific translational or rotational
axes, respectively. For example, the surgeon may wish to
only compensate camera motion about the vertical axis. In
such cases, D̃(t) is the constrained version of D(t) which
effects a zero translation or rotation for the desired axes. For
translation constraints, the translation component of D(t) is
extracted and the appropriate displacement is zeroed. For
rotation constraints, the orientation component of D(t) is
extracted as a quaternion and the appropriate quaternion

unit coefficients are zeroed. After computing constraints, the
translation and orientation components are re-composed to
form D̃(t).
B. Wand
A wand is a virtual representation of a haptic’s stylus
that exists only in visualization. We consider hand motions
captured by the haptic as direct control inputs to the wand
rather than the surgical tool, thus decoupling hand and tool
motions. This provides a natural way to maintain surgeon orientation during viewpoint changes because the wand moves
only in response to hand motions. Viewpoint changes will
not affect the wand position because the surgeon’s hands
remain stationary. The wand concept is fundamental in that
it provides an intuitively-connected and viewpoint-invariant
link between the surgeon’s hands and the visualization.
Each wand is described by its tip pose W (position and
orientation) and its pivot P, both in the operating field coordinate system, where P is a translation-only pose representing
the wand pivot point during camera viewpoint changes.
Conceptually, the wand embodies the view transformation
V of its haptic input pose H such that
W = V H.

(2)

Thus, the view transformation directly relates haptic stylus
motion to wand motion. During camera motion, the wand
records its initial pose W (t0 ) and initial haptic input H(t0 )
and updates V .
V (t) = PD̃(t)P−1V (t0 ) = PD̃(t)P−1W (t0 )H(t0 )−1




W (t) = V (t)H(t) = PD̃(t)P−1 W (t0 ) H(t0 )−1 H(t)

(3)
(4)

The net effect is that the initial wand pose W (t0 ) is rotated
according to the relative camera motion D̃ about the axisaligned pivot pose P. Subsequent haptic input H(t) influences
the wand relative to W (t0 ). Thus, the wand moves with the
camera about the pivot while responding to haptic input. This
corrects hand-tool misalignment.
Although strictly arbitrary, P is most usefully chosen as
the camera center point (for an orbit-style camera) or the
wand tip. If P is chosen as the camera center point and the
camera motion is about P, PD(t)P−1W (t0 ) is the initial wand
pose pivoted about P. Thus, subject to haptic motion, the
wand will appear stationary in the surgeon’s view as desired.
Similarly, if P is chosen as the wand tip, PD(t)P−1W (t0 )
holds the wand tip stationary in the operating field but
maintains the wand’s orientation as viewed by the surgeon.
Other relationships between wand and camera motion are
possible to correct hand-tool misalignment. For example,
camera motion could induce haptic force feedback to move
the surgeon’s hand with the view. In this paper, we discuss
only the above relationship for clarity.
C. Tool

Fig. 3.
Concept diagram of AVRM. The surgeon’s handheld tools and
surgical microscope view are replaced with haptic input devices and a 3D
operative field visualization. The surgical tools are held and manipulated
by robots. The AVRM control system translates the surgeon’s intent into
robotic tool motion.

A tool is an abstraction of an object, physical or virtual,
that the surgeon manipulates via the wand. Physical tools
are typically robotically-manipulated surgical tools, whereas
virtual tools can take many forms, such as representations for
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Fig. 4. The surgical system testbed robot workcell (A), surgeon console (B), and example surgeon visualization (C). The visualization includes physically
accurate robot and environment models and point cloud display from the RGB-D cameras. The surgeon views the surgical field view using a 3D monitor
and controls the surgical tool with the haptic input device. The RGB-D cameras are registered to the world coordinate system using the ArUco grid target.

virtual fixtures and so forth. In the case of physical tools, the
tool pose ultimately drives the setpoint for that tool’s robotic
manipulator.
Each tool is described by its tip pose T in the operating
field coordinate system. Conceptually, the tool embodies the
grab transformation G of its wand input pose W such that
T = W G.

(5)

The tool tip thus acts as an extension of the wand. Notably,
the tool is not directly affected by camera motion like the
wand; camera motion influences the tool pose through wand
input. During a mount operation (Section III-D), the tool
records its initial pose T (t0 ) and initial wand input W (t0 )
and updates G.
G = W (t0 )−1 T (t0 )


T (t) = W (t)G = W (t)W (t0 )−1 T (t0 )

(6)
(7)

The net effect is that the initial tool pose T (t0 ) is affected by
the wand’s motion from the grab site W (t0 ) in both position
and orientation. Once again, there exist other useful relationships between tool and wand motion, such as enforcing
a grab site at the tool tip, which we omit for clarity.
Tools with internal degrees of freedom may require additional control input beyond a pose for full operation.
For simple tools, such as forceps or scissors, extra control
inputs from sliders or buttons on haptic styluses are readily
mapped to appropriate joints. More sophisticated tools, such
as those with articulated wrists, may require specialized
control strategies or external input devices (e.g., foot pedals).
In these cases the wand serves a secondary role of selecting
the tool to which additional control input is routed.
D. Mounts
Mounting is the process by which a particular wand is
associated with a particular tool. For an AVRM system with
n wands (Wi ’s) and m tools (T j ’s and G j ’s), we define the
n × m mount matrix M with element mi j such that
!
n

Tj =

∑ mi jWi

Gj

(8)

i=1

with mi j ∈ {0, 1} and ∑ni=1 mi j ≤ 1. The mount matrix M
thus governs which wands control which tools because the

jth grab G j affects the ith tool Ti only when mi j = 1. The
constraints enforce that at most one wand controls a given
tool at any time. When the surgeon requests that wand Wi
control tool T j , the mount matrix is updated such that mik =
δk j for k = 1, . . . , n and mk j = δki for k = 1, . . . , m. Control of
tool T j is removed from all wands except wand Wi . When this
change occurs, tool T j records its new grab transformation.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP
To assess the AVRM framework, we assembled an AVRMenabled surgical system testbed with a robot workcell and
operator console for conducting mock surgical procedures
(Fig. 4). The workcell included a UR3 robot arm (Universal Robots; Odense, Denmark) which held a soft-tipped
compressed air nozzle as the primary tool. Two opposed
RealSense SR300 RGB-D cameras (Intel; Santa Clara, CA)
registered with an ArUco grid target [18], [19] provided live
3D surface imaging of the workcell’s operative field portion
at 30 Hz. The console exposed tool and camera control
using a six degree of freedom Touch haptic input device
(Geomagic; Morrisville, NC) and a three axis Extreme 3D
Pro joystick (Logitech; Lausanne, Switzerland), respectively.
The joystick also exposed buttons for clutching the haptic
stylus position when a workspace boundary was reached.
The operator viewed the surgical field with a 3D Vision
(NVIDIA; Santa Clara, CA) infrared shutter glasses-based
stereoscopic monitor (ASUS; Taipei, Taiwan) refreshing at
60 Hz per eye. The control software processed haptic input poses and force feedback at 1 kHz and generated tool
position-velocity-acceleration commands subject to velocity
limits and collision avoidance at 125 Hz.
We designed the operator console to replicate the standard
operating room setup where the surgeon is seated while
holding surgical tools and looking into the surgical microscope (Fig. 4B). The console replaced the surgical tools
and microscope with haptic input devices and a stereoscopic
display, respectively. The surgeon received the same content
as that available in the usual overhead view but now had the
freedom to change their viewpoint as needed.
We created two mock surgical scenarios to evaluate the
testbed. The “Tubes” scenario consisted of nine angled tubes
into which the operator guided the tool tip (Fig. 5A). This
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Fig. 5. (A) The “Tubes” scenario rig with nine angled 16 mm projections
in sets of three and red highlighted apertures. (B) The multilayered “Beads”
scenario rig with eight red (12 mm) and eight blue (10 mm) beads resting
in 3 mm deep wells.

(A)
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Fig. 6. (A) Structures with targets at varying heights for tool control
training. (B) Well plate with beads for compressed air training.

modeled the frequent task of passing instruments through
ports or incisions in surgery. The tube apertures were approximately twice the tool diameter. The “Beads” scenario
required the operator to dislodge sixteen beads from a
multilayered structure using compressed air at the tool tip
(Fig. 5B). This exercised the precise tool control required
in surgical practice. We designed both scenarios to motivate
substantial viewpoint changes using obvious access directions (e.g., tube angles) and vertically overlapping structures.
In addition, we created two training structures that allowed
operators to practice tool control and compressed air use.
The first structure presented targets at varying heights for
the operator to practice touching with the tool tip (Fig. 6A).
The second structure presented beads for the operator to
practice dislodging with compressed air (Fig. 6B). These
structures facilitated operator training without compromising
the diagnostic utility of the mock surgical scenarios.
V. M ETHODS
We designed a two-group crossover user study to assess
the efficacy of our AVRM framework’s hand-tool misalignment correction. Subjects were evenly split into two groups
labeled “N-UR” and “N-CR”. In the N-UR group, subjects
completed scenarios in the “N” and “UR” view configurations. Similarly, in the N-CR group, subjects completed
scenarios in the “N” and “CR” view configurations. In the
N configuration, subjects were given an initial top-down
view and could only pan and zoom. This modeled topdown microscope visualization without intraoperative 3D
imaging. In the UR and CR configurations, subjects were

allowed to tilt and rotate their view; however, only the CR
configuration provided automatic hand-tool misalignment
correction. Thus, the UR configuration modeled procedures
guided by intraoperative 3D imaging without hand-tool decoupling. Other than these differences in view limitations and
hand-tool misalignment correction, the framework operated
identically in each configuration. For the purposes of this
study, we limited misalignment correction to rotations about
the vertical axis. We randomized subjects to complete the N
or UR/CR configuration first.
Subjects completed the study in two sessions separated
by at least one day. This washout period was designed to
mitigate the effects of learning between each of the two
sessions. During each session, subjects practiced with the
training structures, attempted the Tubes and Beads scenarios
in that order, and answered survey questions. The training
portion applied the UR or CR configurations for the NUR and N-CR groups, respectively, even if the scenario
portion applied the N configuration. We included two timelimited competency checks in the training portion to ensure
that subjects had gained a baseline proficiency with the
operator console. Subjects who failed to complete each
competency check within 75 seconds after multiple attempts
were excused from the study. At the end of each session,
subjects rated the difficulty of both scenarios on a scale from
1 (easy) to 10 (difficult).
For the Tubes scenario, subjects were instructed to insert
the tool tip into each tube and pulse the compressed air.
For the Beads scenario, subjects were instructed to displace
the beads from their wells without touching them and to
finish the eight red beads before starting the eight blue
beads. In both cases, subjects were asked to work as fast as
possible without rushing. We recorded the elapsed time from
the scenario start at which each task (tool tip insertion or
bead displacement) was completed. Each individual scenario
attempt continued until all tasks were complete or 10 minutes
had elapsed. We computed the Mean Task Time (MTT) as the
elapsed time of the last completed task divided by the number
of completed tasks. Thus, subjects were not penalized for
reaching the time limit.
To evaluate the utility of arbitrary viewpoints with and
without automatic hand-tool misalignment correction, we
compared the mean paired change of MTT and difficulty
rating from N to UR/CR configuration for each subject
regardless of configuration testing order. We assessed for
statistical significance to the p < 0.05 level using the twotailed paired t-test for MTT and the Wilcoxon signed-rank
test for difficulty rating. This analysis methodology was
designed to normalize against subjects’ prior experience
(e.g., video games or 3D modeling).
VI. R ESULTS
We recruited 20 subjects from Duke University under IRB
protocol approval. Only one subject had prior surgical experience. All subjects passed the two competency checks and
attempted both scenarios. Figures 7 and 8 show the paired
change in Mean Task Time (MTT) and difficulty rating from
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Fig. 7.
Mean change in mean task time (MTT) from N to UR/CR
configurations across all subjects for each scenario. Improved performance
is negative change. Each dot represents the performance change of one
subject. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean. Asterisks denote
results statistically different from zero.
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Fig. 8. Mean change in difficulty rating from N to UR/CR configurations
across all subjects for each scenario. Improved rating is negative change.
Each dot represents the rating change of one subject. Error bars indicate
standard error of the mean. Asterisks denote results statistically different
from zero.

TABLE I
M EAN PAIRED DIFFERENCE AND SIGNIFICANCE FOR M EAN TASK T IME
(MTT) AND D IFFICULTY (D) BY GROUP AND SCENARIO
Tubes
Group Metric

∆

∆%

Beads
p

∆

∆%

p

N-UR

MTT
D

−8.8 s −20 % 0.33
−1.2
−18 % 0.23

9.1 s
29 % 0.45
−1.5
−19 % 0.12

N-CR

MTT
D

−18.5 s −50 % 0.017
−2.3
−37 % 0.028

−26.1 s −52 % 0.024
−3.2
−35 % 0.0078

N to UR/CR configuration for all subjects. For the Tubes
scenario, there was a statistically significant reduction in
MTT (p = 0.017) and difficulty rating (p = 0.028) in the
N-CR group. Similarly, for the Beads scenario, there was
a statistically significant reduction in MTT (p = 0.024) and
in difficulty rating (p = 0.0078) in the N-CR group. Neither
scenario produced a statistically significant MTT or difficulty
rating change in the N-UR group. Table I lists the mean
paired difference, mean paired difference as percent of mean
baseline, and significance for each group and scenario.
VII. D ISCUSSION
The data show positive results for AVRM’s utility in both
scenarios. Most notably, Mean Task Time (MTT) exhibited a
statistically significant reduction in the N-CR group but not
in the N-UR group. This indicates that the ability to change
viewpoints improved average performance only in combination with automatic hand-tool misalignment correction.
Moreover, the magnitude of this performance improvement
is substantial: arbitrary viewpoints with automatic hand-tool
misalignment correction (CR) yielded an approximately 50%
reduction in MTT compared to the overhead fixed viewpoint
(N) on average.
Subjects in the N-UR group did not exhibit this effect with
enablement of new viewpoints, however. The distributions
in Fig. 7 suggest possible MTT reduction and increase for
the Tubes and Beads scenarios, respectively, yet these trends

were not statistically significant. We suspect that subjects in
the N-UR group likely resorted to minor viewpoint changes
near the initial overhead viewpoint to avoid disorienting tool
motions. This would most readily account for the similar
performance between the N and UR configurations.
From a subjective difficulty standpoint, subjects once again
found scenarios easier with arbitrary viewpoints only in
combination with automatic hand-tool misalignment correction. We attribute this to two effects. First, automatic
correction reduced the mental transformations necessary to
move the tool in the desired direction from a new viewpoint.
This is consistent with the previously described increases in
cognitive workload as mental rotation angle increases [8]. A
mental rotation angle of zero due to automatic correction thus
minimizes cognitive workload. Second, the fixed overhead
viewpoint of the N configuration challenged subjects to complete scenarios that were designed to work best with varying
viewpoints. Arbitrary viewpoints eliminated this difficulty,
but the UR configuration added extra cognitive burden due to
mental transformations. (The N configuration has no cognitive burden associated with mental transformations because
hand-tool motions are initially aligned and cannot become
misaligned.) Thus, subjects in the N-UR group did not report
a statistically significant reduction in difficulty likely because
cognitive burden offset improved viewpoints.
VIII. C ONCLUSION
We have demonstrated the necessity of AVRM for improving performance of surgically-relevant tasks guided by
3D imaging from arbitrary viewpoints. We hope that incorporation of AVRM into robotic surgery systems will
shorten operative times, reduce surgeons’ mental workloads,
and potentially improve patient outcomes in those surgical
contexts with intraoperative 3D imaging.
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